There were fourteen sessions for contributed ten-minute papers. These were held Friday afternoon, Saturday morning, and Saturday afternoon. The session chairmen were
Jr., Tosio Kato, George J. Minty, Richard S. Palais, Jacob T. Schwartz, and Stephen Smale. The proceedings of this symposium will be published in the Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics.
The Council met on Friday, April 19, at 5 : IS P.M. in the Sheraton Room of the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel.
The The Bulletin Editorial Committee raised questions on the handling of the acceptance of Research Announcements. The Council passed a motion that Research Announcements should be submitted directly to the Editor in charge of the department, that the Editor should use the members of the Council as a corps of referees, and that the name of the Council member accepting a paper should in each instance be published as communicating the paper.
The Council approved the selection of Raoul Bott as Colloquium Lecturer for 1969.
The Council approved a proposal from the Committee on Summer Institutes for an institute on Recent Developments in Number Theory for 1969.
After an intermission for dinner, the Council followed a proposal of the Nominating Committee and elected Bernard Dwork and George Mackey to be representatives of the Society in the Division of Mathematical Sciences of the National Research Council.
The Council received the report of the Treasurer. The Council recommended to the Trustees a proposal from the Committee to Monitor Problems in Communication that the Society plan to publish as many pages in each of its journals as are necessary to keep the backlog essentially at zero, while keeping acceptance standards where they are now. In the course of the discussion, it was made clear that the state of zero backlog is reached when papers are accepted [or rejected] through prompt action of referees and enter immediately into the process of composition, printing, and distribution.
The Council received a suggestion from the same Committee on increased participation by authors in the classification of papers and in supplying words or phrases to aid in future updating of classifications. The Council thereupon voted that key words should be requested by Editors from authors of papers accepted for publication in Society journals and agreed to the publication of Mathematical Reviews classification numbers and key words at the bottom of the first page of each paper.
The same Committee recommended that the Council approve the inauguration of a new journal of current titles, consisting of tables of contents of other journals, and authorized the Society office to begin working out the details. The Council approved the recommendation and requested the Executive Director to present a detailed proposal to the Executive Committee and Trustees.
The Editors of the NOTICES proposed to the Council the publication of a translation into English of an address by A. Grothendieck entitled La vie mathématique en République Démocratique du Vietnam. The original article and a translation have been widely circulated. It was moved and seconded that the Editors be instructed to take the necessary steps to publish the article. These steps included securing the author's permission. Initially the Presiding Officer ruled that a majority vote of the members present favored the motion. The result was challenged and the true vote was determined, as specified in the By-laws, by a roll call in which fractional votes were counted. There were 6| affirmative votes and 8| negative votes and the motion lost.
The Council passed the following resolution and directed that it be published in the NOTICES:
The Council of the American Mathematical Society regrets the recent government decision about the drafting of graduating seniors and first year graduate students. The possible partial or total elimination of two successive graduate classes can cause a dangerous hiatus in the future production of scholars. The Council passed a resolution that a certain petition presented by 99 Russian mathematicians (the count is ambiguous; it may be 95) to Russian authorities and protesting alleged adverse treatment of the logician A. S. ÉSÉNIN-VOLPIN, be published (in English translation) as a news item in the NOTICES without any endorsement of the position of the signers of the petition. It was the consensus that the publication should be accompanied by a factual background. Inasmuch as the petition will appear in the NOTICES before this report appears, it is not reproduced here.
The Council adjourned at 10:45 P.M. 
